Richmond
chooses
SJSU
hoops, education over chance
to play professional baseball

The Debate of the Century:
Is big time wrasslin’ real
or Just really phony?
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CFA deadline looming
By Sandra Avila
Staff Writer

Today marks the beginning of
the last phase of salary negotiations between the faculty union
and the state university system.
Since February, both parties
have been unable to agree upon
a salary contract. An impasse
Was declared after five months of
bargaining.
After 11 months, the issue
has reached the fact-finding
stage, and the faculty is without

a salary contract.
If the parties cannot resolve
the salary negotiations by spring
1999, the union will retaliate,
said Jo Bell Whitlatch, San Jose
State University librarian and
faculty union president.
All non-teaching tasks, such
as searching for new faculty and
serving on committees will,
cease before a strike takes
place.
If there is no agreement
between the California State
University and the California

Contract Issues
I

CFA position

CAM position

I ’Economic [souse’

Average 3.6% from July 1

net,

al Sal4fY

I

2.5% after ratification

One step42.4% from Sept 1

Vary step

1.5% after ratification

No Increase

Merit

40% of total pacluig

Increase stipends by $404)0

Chairs

Merit pay pool

Move to faculty pay scale

Counselors

Keep current salary scales

Eliminate Step 1 pay scale

Lecturers

Maintain current salaries

Keep current step system

Structure

Min. and max., no steps

6% ($57.76 million)

DAILY

Total package _

5% (848.165 million)
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Chairman of the Board

Faculty Association by Jan. 28,
1999, CSU may impose the proposed 5 percent pay increase of
the last contract offer.
"If parties don’t agree on the
recommendation of the panel,
CSU can implement salary
increase and other conditions
consisting with CSU’s last, best
bargaining offer," said Peter Lee,
associate vice president for faculty affairs
and campus
designee for collective bargaining.
The last phase of salary negotiations will involve a fact-finding committee made up of an
appointed mediator from the
Public Employee Relations
Board, a union member and a
state representative.
The mediator will hear testimony from both sides and gather sufficient information during
three hearings beginning today
in Long Beach and resuming
Dec. 11 and 22, said Cordelia
Ontiveros, senior director of academic personnel for the state
university system.
During this final stage, certain individuals will be called
upon to testify about the unresolved issues of the salary contracts, she said.
Whitlatch will be testifying

I

See Contract, page 4
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Joint library gets go-ahead
from SJSU Academic Senate
By Adam Pawlacka
Staff Writer

The Academic Senate formally approved the joint library project, which will merge the city
and university libraries into one,
at the senate meeting Monday.
"I was pleased that the senate
approved the project and
authorized the president
(Robert Caret) to move forward," said Linda Bain,
provost and vice president
for academic affairs. "The
next step is approval by the
(San Jose) City Council."
The council is scheduled
to vote on the project at the
Dec. 17 meeting. If the
council does not give its
approval, the library project will end, Bain said. If
the project is approved by
the council, a binding
agreement will he signed by
Caret and the city manager,
Bain said.
The library is currently projected to cost San Jose State
University $101 million. SJSU
will receive $90 million as part
of an educational bond that was
passed by voters on Nov. 3.
If it becomes a reality, the
ibrary will be located at the cor-

The proposal approved by the
senate does not impose any additional restrictions on the city,
Cook said.
"Nothing in the operating
agreement is being renegotiated," Cook said. "This advisory
opinion of the senate is what the
president will take and go with.
This is our endorsement of
the operating agreement."
The operating agreement
is an arraingement between
the city and the university
outlining how the joint
library will be run.
"It talks about basically
how this thing is going to
operate," Cook said. "It talks
about who handles what in
different situations."
The senate’s approval of
the operating agreement
and allowing the project to
move forward was a disappointment to members of
giving SJSU more control over Save Our University Library
circulation was proposed, but (SOUL), a group of students, facultimately voted down in favor of ulty and staff opposed to the
the proposal from the special joint library project.
"Obviously I was disappointed
committee because of fears the
city would balk at the project if (with the vote)," said Bruce
there were major departures Reynolds, history department
from earlier agreements, said chair. "The whole purpose of
Heather Cook, president of SOUL was to influence this
vote."
Associated Students.

ner of Fourth and San Fernando
streets.
Lydia Rose, of the Academic
Senate office, said the policy proposal passed by the Academic
Senate was the one put forth by
the Senate Special Committee
on the joint library project.
An amendment to the policy
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SF power outage cripples city
By Cecilia Afzelius-Alm
Staff Writer

A citywide blackout cut off
power to nearly a million people
on Tuesday, halting trains,
planes and cars, closing shops
and offices and leaving pedestrians scrambling.
The mess was blamed on a
mistake by PG&E electrical
workers.
"Chaos, complete chaos," said
Ricky Fairley, a security guard
trying to bring order to a downtown street corner in San
Francisco.
Virtually the entire city of
San Francisco and several suburbs to the south were blacked

All religions set to celebrate holiday season
Jews ready for ’Festival of Lights’
By Heidi Marie rummy’
Staff Writer

Jews all over the world will
be celebrating Hanukkah, an
eight-night holiday celebrating
a miracle which occured centuries ago.
Because all Jewish holidays
follow the lunar calendar, they
can fall on different dates from
year to year. This year,
Hanukkah begins at sundown
Dec. 13.
Deborah Zimmer, member of
the Board of Trustees of Temple
Emanu-El, said Hanukkah is a
holiday meant to honor the
rededicating of the Jewish temple which was destroyed by
Assyrian armies. Zimmer said
in 164 B.C., Jews were fighting
against the Assyrian king to

retain their religion. They hid
out in the countryside and were
eventually victorious. However,
when they came back to their
temple, they found it in ruins.
According to Zimmer, the
Jews tried to light their holy
lamp for the Sabbath, which is
the seventh day of the Hebrew
week.
"When the Jews came back
to the temple, they didn’t have
enough consecrated (holy) oil to
light the lamp, but somehow
the supply lasted eight days,"
said Zimmer. "That is the miracle. Hanukkah is a celebration
of this great miracle."
Some think most people confuse
with
Hanukkah
Christmas.
"Most people are under the

See Hanukkah, page 8

Christmas unites Christian ritual
By Ginny White
Staff Writer

For students wanting a
break before finals, the Campus
Ministry Center Chapel is hosting a special worship service at
7 p.m. on Wednesday.
The chapel is located off campus at 10th and San Carlos
streets.
The event, "An Advent Taize
Worship Service," is open to all
who wish to attend, and will
include a candlelight service of
songs, prayer and meditation,
according to Father Bob Barry
the Catholic priest servicing
San Jose State University.
Taize prounounced tayzay is a style of worship to
forms
of
various
unite
Christianity and was developed

1.111 Oath

Industrial design major Jordan Shepard carefully straightens the legs of the model chair he
created out of wood and metal. Shepard has been working on the mini -chair all semester and will
submit the chair in the International Furniture Design Competition held in Asahikawa, Japan.

by Protestant monks in France,
Barry said.
Advent refers to the four
weeks preceeding the birth of
Christ in which Christians prepare for his arrival, said Seth
Polley, interim chaplain of the
Canterbury
Episcopal
Community at the chapel.
Invitations for the service
call it inclusive, ecumenical and
contemplative.
Ecumenical describes a
movement toward worldwide
Christian unity originating in
20th century Protestantism,
according to Webster’s Third
New International Dictionary.
"TThere won’t be anyone
preaching at you," said Barry,
who also said a choir will help
attendees with the songs and

See Christmas, page 8

out at 8 a.m. The power was
restored about seven hours later.
PG&E spokesman Corey Warren
said the number of customers
who suffered from the power
homes and businesses
outage
equates to roughly 938,000
people.
The power surge was experienced as far north as Napa and
across the bay in Hayward, dimming lights, making TVs go
fuzzy and knocking computers
off line. But power in most of
those areas was restored within
the hour, callers told radio station KGO.
The outage happened
when a crew wrapping up a construction project at a power sub-

station forgot to remove a pipe
that was serving as temporary
ground for a bank of switches,
said Gordon Smith, PG&E president and chief executive officer.
Other links in the grid shut
down automatically to limit the
damage, he said.
"It appears at this time that
simple human error may have
been involved in the outage,"
Smith said. "Procedures appear
not to have been followed to the
letter."
Flights heading to San
Francisco International Airport
were temporarily diverted to
San Jose or Oakland, said Mitch
Barker, a Federal Aviation

See Blackout, page 4

Abrams pleads ’no contest’
to child molestation charges
Eric Abrams, 25, a former
sports information employee at
San Jose State University,
pleaded no contest Monday to
charges of felony false imprisonment and misdemeanor child
molestation.
The former interim sports
information director for SJSU
changed his plea from not guilty
to no contest as part of a plea
bargain agreement.
Under the bargain, Abrams is
expected to serve a two-year sentence. As part of the bargain,
prosecutors dismissed a third
charge of felony false imprisonment. He is also expected to
receive three years parole.
Deputy District Attorney
Cameron Bowman said he felt
Abrams would see about the
same amount of time if the case
went to trial.
"We didn’t feel we were going

to lose anything by agreeing to the plea
bargain,"
Bowman said.
Abrams,
was
who
arrested
in
April,
was
employed on a
temporary
Eric Abrams basis at SJSU
from March to
early May of 1997, according to
Lawrence Fan, SID for SJSU. He
was responsible for sports information functions.
Upon completing his sentence
in San Jose, Abrams faces similar charges in San Francisco.
This is not the first time
Abrams has been in trouble with
the law involving sexually related charges. In 1996, he pleaded

See Abrams, page 4

The popularity of professional
wrestling is booming, but fans,
skeptics are still debating: Is it
actually a real sport or just a scam?
Professional wrestling just
staged entertainment, no
real objectivity involved

Athleticism, high pay, mass
audience appeal make
wrestling authentic sport
was a little over a year ago
Itwhen Nick Foley fell from a 16foot metal cage onto a wooden
announcer’s table.
If he had stopped what he was
doing, no one would have criticized
him for his lack of athleticism.
He got back up, only to be backdropped on a bed of thumbtacks.
Professional wrestling is not a
sport.
Yeah, sure.
Joie Peru,
Respected sports, such as football, baseball, basketball and hockey, have paying fans, paid athletes, participants with
some athletic talent and the temps or players who succeed in their respective sports.
Professional wrestling does the same thing.
With the thousands of fans attending sold-out arenas
all over the country, having wrestlers on the TV Guide
and wrestling shows having been the No. 1 rated cable
TV programs, professional wrestling is an enjoyable
pasttime.
Wrestling naysayers will always use the argument of
how a real sport needs well-conditioned athletes such as
Michael Jordan, Mark McGwire or Steve Young, not fat,
balding men who are out of shape.
Rocky "The Rock" Maivia played football for the
Miami Hurricanes.
Ron "Farooq" Simmons had his football jersey retired
at Florida State University.
"Big Sexy" Kevin Nash was a highly recruited
Division I basketball prospect.
They and their athletic peers are the only ones who
could take having their head rammed into a mat, while
being hit with chairs night after night.
World Wrestling Federation wrestler Shawn
Michaels has had his neck vertebrae fused, knee reconstructed and bones broken because of professional
wrestling.
Pro wrestling is scripted, but it is still a sport. Moves
such as a body slam and piledriver
may be on a
giving surface, but they still hurt. The perception of
wrestlers not having to experience pain is a false one
and proves there are professional -level athletes in
wrestling. As for being out of shape, there have been
wrestling matches
such as Shawn Michaels vs. Bret
Hart that have lasted for over an hour.
OK, I know wrestling is not real. I even know that
matches are choreographed with the winners being predetermined. The winners and titleholders are the
wrestlers who have the best rapport with the audience.
Whether they are good or bad, fans want to see them.
Michael Jordan works on his jumpshot. Mark
Messier works on his slapshot. Barry Sanders works on
his running.
Well, wrestlers such as Hulk Hogan work on their
ability to make people hate them, while Stone Cold
Steve Austin uses his brash, butt-kicking attitude to
garner support from his fans. Because they are the best
at what they do, they are the successful wrestlers.
Wrestling has fans pay to attend events. Wrestling
pays its athletes. It also gives the best athletes an opportunity to succeed in their profession.
Professional wrestling is a sport.
If you disagree, you can tell that to Nick Foley while
he picks the thumbtacks from his back, arms and face.
Illustration by Zack L; client

Jon Perez is the Spartan Daily managing editor

Talking Heads

"I would like to wrestle
with Jesus Christ. He’s a righteous guy?

Nick Smith
freshman
civil engineering

"I’d like to wrestle with
Stone Cold Steve Austin
because I’d kick his ass!"

Curtice Macfarlane
senior
sociology

professional wrestling is to
sports what chain letters
are to the postal system: a
huge scam that hustles millions
of suckers every year.
To its credit, professional
wrestling is everything a scam
should be. It contains many elements that suggest that maybe,
just maybe, it could be a real
sport. It’s based on a real sport,
athletes compete in the events
and it’s even "officiated."
After that, professional wresting falls flat on its face as a real sport.
Even though professional wrestlers are athletes
the definition of an athlete, according to Webster, is a
person trained in exercises, games, or contests requiring physical strength, skill, stamina, speed, etc. it
doesn’t mean they compete in a sport.
Sports are generally objective in nature, meaning
the winner is declared the victor because he, she or it
outscored the opponent. There are some exceptions. In .
real, nonprofessional wrestling and boxing one athlete.
can end the match with a pin or a knockout.
In real sports, the end is achieved by fair means, but
not in professional wrestling.
Fairness is not a word most professional wrestlers
have in their vocabulary and it’s certainly not something they include in their scripts. While the winner is
predetermined in professional wrestling, the show
doesn’t even give the audience the illusion of fairness.
The "referee" is a joke. His job is apparently to pick
one player to discipline while every other wrestler in
the county performs an impromptu lynching of another
wrestler.
And then there are the weapons. Snakes in bags,
guitars and lots of metal folding chairs to name a few
are repeatedly hauled out and swung at another
wrestler’s head. The only thing more unbelievable than
some people thinking this is part of a real sport is the
speed with which the wrestlers recover from these
"hits."
It doesn’t just stop with things used on the outside of
the body.
Real sports also prohibit the use of steroids on the
basis that it gives the athlete an unfair advantage and
puts at risk the athlete’s health. Several professional
wrestlers have come out in the last few years and
talked about how steroid use in professional wrestling
is rampant and causing serious health problems.
You can see how widespread the use of steroids is in
professional wrestling. The average man would die
from steroid poisoning if he so much as just touched a
professional wrestler.
Wrestling is probably most akin to another nonsport figure skating.
Both have athletes who rely on physical acts of
prowess and drama to win their event, and both are
choreographed. However, at least figure skating produces something of beauty. Professional wrestlers produce nothing more than senseless violence that caters to
the lowest common denominator, which is why
wrestling is still around.
There are those out there who would rather see two
steroid junkies pretending to beat each other’s brains
out than watch a real sport, where the winner is based
on honest competition.
There’s also a word for those people: suckers.
Scott Shuey is the Spartan Daily executive editor.
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Who would you most like to wrestle with?

’In this whole world, I’d like
to wrestle with Janet Jackson
because she is the queen of
MB."

"Harrison Ford because
he’s the sexiest man alive,
next to my husband."

Jim Lanzleus
senior
zoology

Patrzia Fazeli
senior
marketing

Compiled by Sandra Avila and photos by Kevin Sullivan
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"Professional wrestler Bret
Hart because I don’t like his
attitude and he’s a crybaby."

Mara Madu
freshman
nursing

"I’d want to wrestle with
my mom so I can see what
she could do."

Tricia Eiantolo
freshman
occupational therapy

a
a
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Quality fatherhood found only in heart
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people by simply looking at the kind of
Sometimes the definition of a good
father consists of a lot more than
life they’ve led, even if they are conspending quality time with your
victed felons.
kids,
My father, who ran his own busiIt’s a lot more than being able to buy
ness, worked 90-hour weeks and did
not have the luxury of spending much
them nice things and it’s definitely
time with me and my sister, never once
more than just getting a woman pregnant. There are all kinds of fathers out
lacked the characteristics of a good
there. But what makes a good father is
father. His job may not have allowed
him to spend much time with us, but
not necessarily based on the kind of life
the time he did spend consisted of
he leads.
David Patterson, who abandoned his
more than we ever could have asked
for. His endless patience, ultimate
daughter Renada when she was a baby,
understanding, advice, story sharing
is currently serving time at Folsom
I? Ii I, h’ 11/ and willingness to listen were far more
State Prison. He could be quickly
meaningful than the number of hours
regarded as a deadbeat dad.
he was able to spend with us.
Patterson, whose relationship with
After all, those are the things my sister and I
his daughter didn’t begin until she was 13 years
old, is desperately fighting for the right to donate will benefit from most. They are things I am sure
his second kidney to his daughter to help save her he learned from his father. It’s the advice he gave
life. He donated his first kidney to her two years and the stories he shared that I’ll be able to
ago, which helped her live a healthy life for the bestow on my children.
We learned from the lessons he taught, the
first time.
Then, her father’s kidney began to fail. Now, compassion he showed and the mistakes he
her father wants to give his daughter the one kid- made.
It’s the way he was able to relate to us, often as
ney he has left.
: Patterson, who is due to be released from a friend rather than a parent, that I am most
prison in only three years and was never consid- grateful for.
I realize now that my father could have done
(bed a good father, is now willing, if not yearning,
to sacrifice his own health in order to save his just as good a job no matter where he was, even if
glaughter. After regrets of having missed the time it was over the telephone, which many times it
lie could have spent with her, he is now willing to was .
The ability to be a good father is based on
Out his own life in jeopardy to help his daughter.
’., Brian Stewart, on the other hand, worked for something found only inside.
It’s based on what’s in his heart.
!Lany years as a hospital technician. He could be
It’s based on unconditional love.
itpen as a good father with an admirable job.
It’s based on something Stewart appeared to
t Stewart was convicted of injecting his 11lonth-old son with the AIDS virus in an alleged have but didn’t.
And it’s based on something Patterson didn’t
to avoid paying child support.
prosecutors claim he stole HIV-infected blood appear to have and did.
from his workplace.
Mindy Leigh Griser is the Spartan Daily opinion editor
It just goes to show we should never judge

Sparta Guide

Harvey Gotliffe at 924-3246.
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Thursday

PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM
CENTER AND INTER RESIDENCE
HALL ASSOCIATION

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY,

"Safe Winter Break" dance with
music provided by KSJS’ DJ
Aladdin from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m, in the
Dining Commons. For more information, call Robert Hernandez at
924-5945.

EPISCOPAL/CANTERBURY
COMMUNITY AND UNITED CAMPUS
CHRISTIAN MINISTRY

Dinner and Advent Taize service. Dinner is at 6 p.m., service is
at 7 p.m. in the Campus Ministry
Center at the corner of 10th and
San Carlos streets. For more information, call Father Bob or Ginny at
938-1610.

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY

Meeting from 5:30 - 6:30 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Pacheco Room.
For more information, call Gina
Lorenzo at 924-5956.

MU ALPHA GAMMA (MAC)
End -of-semester meeting at 4:30
p.m. in Dwight Bentel Hall Room
213. All current members and those
interested in joining should attend.
For more information call Dr.

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN

’Student art galleries art
exhibits from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in
the Art and Industrial Studies

ART AND DESIGN
Student art galleries art
exhibits from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. and
receptions from 6 - 8 p.m. in the
Art and Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, call
Scott or Jenny at 924-4330.
SCHOOL OF

buildings. For more information,
call Scott or Jenny at 924-4330.

Today

Friday
MUSIC AND DANCE
Free performance by
Choreography I class from 12:30 2 p.m. in Spartan Complex, Room
219. For more information, call
Fred Mathews at 924-5044.
SJSU GASMAN ENSEMBLE
Concert ef gamelan music
directed by Burhan Sukarm at Tao
p.m. in Concert Hall. For more
information, call Rae Ann Stahl at
924-2718.

One Washington Square, San lose, CA 95192 0149
(40131924-3280 E mail SIDAILYcvlmc.stsu edu
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In the Nov. 13 issue, the
1998 ethnic cleansing in
Kosovo should have been
attributed to the Serb
authorities.
In the Dec. 8 issue, the
quote "It (the experience)
pays off. This is real life.
This is how the big papers
do it," should have been
attributed to Doug Evans.
Daily
Spartan
The
regrets the errors.

display genuine care and common courtesy toward other
human beings without expecting something in return’? Why
can’t people be genuinely kind
the other 364 days of the year’?
So, when you’re with your
family this Christmas season,
recovering from 3 et another
hellish semester at San Jose
State University, remember to
give thanks. Thanks for the people you’re with and thanks fiir
all the things we, as Americans,
take fiir granted.
Miguel Angel Rodriguez Jr.
political science

Anictivan I ball
A

Iam writing in response to monad agendas.
As a human rights activist. I
Heather Moore’s letter. If hate
is as ugly as she states, why not believe in the rcsis.ct or the life
and dignity id ’,very human
address it’?
I believe that oppression can being regardless \vim they ari.
be carried out in the name of or what they beliive in.
I protest \ ’,deuce and the
God and religion.
History and facts back up my dehumanization of any person
statement. Slavery, colonialism Whether the hate and bigotry is
and the Inquisition are such against gays, minorities, the disabled or any other group. I
examples.
My letter published in the oppose it.
I will alwav s citnain commitSpartan Daily regarding hate
crime legislation wasn’t meant ted to the promotion of tum-voito question the Bible or Jesus’ kiwi% equality and justice tor
all. The sad truth is, whenever
life.
I believe that Jesus was cru- you speak tnr ally gay issue,
cified because he finight against even their basic limmiti rights.
the evils of the Roman Empire. you get criticized
Yes, hate is ugly and it is
Jesus spoke up for the poor, the
awful when it is carried out in
meek and the oppressed.
The early Christians were the name of
thrown into lion’s dens simply
Karim Kahwkit
for what they believed in.
political
Ms. Moore, I know my religion very well.
Unfortunately, a lot of your
get
,the
"enlightened audience" do not.
religious
rely
on
Often, they
ReYs
leaders for guidance.
Some manipulate the facts
and misinterpret the Bible to
win votes or carry out their perhatve itt
7
Sparta Gunk t0 /Ind idedree
e dead/u,,’ far
n it, an d stuf
th/11.1101S 1111011, dewed pub/.
entries 12
WWII date Entry hamn are available in the
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We need special people to help make
dreams corn* true. We are looking for
women who are willing to donate their
eggs Joan Infertile couple. You must
be 21-32, healthy, non-smoking,
responsible and intelligent. We especially need Chinese, Japanese,
Jewish and East Indian donors. We
offer compensation plus a stipend of
$3300, paid expenses, and address
all psychological and legal issues.

Please call to give the gift of life
1.11013.314.9996 or contact us at.
WWW.IHR.COMNWOMAN

1
Fall 1998 Ad Staff

It’s a win -win situation. Build your
portfolio, gain valuable experience
and get paid. The atmosphere in the
advertising department is more than
a class. it’s a train effort

We are looking for enthusiastic self-motivated individuals to be a
part of the Spartan Daily advertising staff. Currently, we are looking
for a marketing manager, art director, staff artist, and account
executives. Marketing and graphic art majors familiar with
Quark Xpress are welcome.

For more information, contact the Spartan Daily at
(408) 924-3270
or Jack Quinton at (408) 924-3269
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the true meaning of Christmas?"
Don’t get ale wrong. I love
material goods, just like the next
guy, and if you get a lot of toys,
more power to you.
I think it’s ironic that instead
of’ Christmas being about sharing and spreading goodwill, it’s
all about the mighty dollar, The
dollar, the most powerful force in
the universe.
Yes, the dollar makes the
world go ’round. But do me a
favor and, on Christmas, try to
forget about money fiw at least
one day.
In addition, why must people
wait until the holiday seas, in to

Manipulation, secret agendas
aid to Bible misinterpretation

The award winning Spartan Daily
has been operating for more than 64
years. Account Executives gain
experience in sales and targeting
merchants The artists create or
improve existing ads by brainstomiing and using organizational
skills. All this while utilizing the
most advanced design software on
Macintosh.

WHERE MIRACLES HAPPEN
EVERYDAY

Correction

was younger,
When I
V V Christmas was my favorite
holiday. Christmas meant no
school, hanging out and playing
with all of my cousins, and waiting until midnight to open my
present.
Unfortunately, now that I am
older, Christmas has lost some of
its luster. Christmas is no longer
about spending time with loved
ones and giving thanks. Today’s
Christmas is just a ploy used by
retailers to entice consumers to
spend preposterous amounts of
money they don’t have. Today,
it’s "How much more debt can I
accumulate and further tarnish

Enhance your resume by acquiring
an internship with the Spartan
Daily. In addition to your diploma.
most companies want to see coven.
ence in your background The
Spartan Daily advertising staff
offers y_Qt) the opportunity to gain
valuable insight into the day to day
world of advertising by hands-on
experience with production and layout or sales
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Festival ci Animation

TOWNE THEATRE

(408) 287-1433 18+ ONLY
1433 The Alameda San Jose I

Student
Internet Access

With The Spartan Daily experience.

And

Stibmiasions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Deily 011ire in Ihright Rental

Journalism And

I think it is unfortunate that
the generation that grew up in
the 60s experienced first hand
all the passim) to challenge the
status quo, the cottl music (they
cam keep the clothes) and the
capacity fin’ grim/ h born from
their critique of
What happened to this generation?
Sometimes I think we got
caught up looking for our voice,
or who we are, in the stores that
sell designer jeans and the latest
cell phones ... stuff we really will
not care about tomorrow.

MAKE HEADLINES...

pogo polielee

Readers Are encouraged to moreoaa themselves on the Opinion page with A Letter to the Eddor
A Letter to the Editor is

I understand that some teachers might not want to bring controversial issues to their classrooms and that’s fine.
That’s why I believe more students, especially those who challenge the status quo, should
voice their opinions in these
pages.
The Letter to the Editor page
should be filled with student
comments and challenges about
issues that need to be discussed
and are being swept under the
rug.
I have often heard from several teachers that we are a passive
generation, one with no voice
and no opinions, and I am almost
inclined to agree with them.

Real Christmas importance found in memories
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Opiates

4CLIorum" creates a much1: needed space in society for
students, faculty and staff to
cross social borders and talk
about issues we might otherwise
issues
sweep under the rug
that we might not have the
chance to talk about anywhere
else, and to people we might not
always interact with.
There have been a couple of
times where I sat in an economics class or a statistics class and
the student discussions (related
to economics or statistics) led me
toward the social repercussions
surrounding the issue or something outside the scope of the
class where the discussion had to
end.

SCHOOL OF

SPARTAN DAILY
Executive Editor Scott Shuey
Managing Editor Jon Perez
Production Editor Luis Jenkins
Opinion Editor Mindy Leigh Grater
Sports Editor Asa Resell
Aasietant Sparta Editor Jeremiah Alin
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Aooistant Entertainment/ Lifestyle Editor John Meyer
Features Editor Yvette Anna Trey,

Status quo should be challenged, discussed
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Cab rides offered as alternative to What is art?
dilemma of driving home drunk
By Marcus Ulrich
Staff Writer

Over the holidays, Alpha Cab
Express Service hopes to save
lives by giving people who have
been drinking free cab rides
home.
Those who have been drinking at a restaurant, bar or other
drinking establishment from 7
p.m. to 3 a.m. on Dec. 10,24 and
31 can call Alpha Cab for a free
ride home, according to Rolanda
Pannell, Alpha Cab general
manager. Alpha Cab calls this
service Life Rides.
The Life Rides are only for the
communities Alpha Cab serves,
including San Jose, Santa Clara,
Los Gatos, Campbell, Saratoga,
Cupertino, Sunnyvale, Milpitas
and Monte Sereno.
Santa Clara Valley cab services Express Cab, Santa Clara
Cab and United Cab dispatchers
said they have no similar plans.
Life Rides coincides with a

police crackdown on drunk drivers from Palo Alto to Gilroy
called Avoid the 13.
The crackdown will last from
Dec. 18 to Jan. 3. Police plan to
step up driving under the influence enforcement with nine
roadside sobriety checkpoints,
1,755 hours of police overtime,
and eight days of maximum freeway enforcement, according to
Jan Ford, the Santa Clara Police
Department public information
director for Avoid the 13.
Avoid the 13 was started in
1974, according to Ford. Alpha
Cabs has been giving Life Rides
for 13 years, according to
Pannell.
Pannell said she feels passionately about Life Rides because a
close friend of hers was killed by
a drunk driver.
"If we can prevent one person
from getting in a car and hurting
themselves or another individual, our job at Alpha Cab has
been done," Pannell said.

Ford said that according to
Santa Clara County police statistics, for the last three years
there have been no deaths
attributed to drunk driving from
Dec. 18 to Jan. 3, compared with
1974, which had 13 deaths.
Ford said she believes the
drop in deaths is due to stricter
laws, a change in public opinion
about drunk driving and Alpha
Cab’s Life Rides.
Ford said she has been helping with Avoid the 13 since it
started 25 years ago.
"Back when we started, getting a DUI was almost a badge of
honor," Ford said. "Now people
recognize it for the violent crime
that it is."
Management information science major Nim Basi said he
might use Alpha Cab’s free taxi
rides to avoid the potential troubles of holiday drinking.
"It definitely beats sleeping
on someone’s floor or a night in
jail," Basi said.

Rosalinda Garza/ Spartan Daily

Graphics design major J. Turner looks over the artwork housed in Gallery 8 of the San Jose State
University Art Building. The works are a collection of pieces by students in the Art 197 class that
focuses on the senior project. The course is a requirement for graduation.

Contract: Faculty, CSU seek middle ground

Library: Green light

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

today on behalf of the CFA,
Whitlatch said.
The panel will gather all testimony and try to determine an
agreement that is acceptable to
both sides, Whitlatch said.
After Dec. 22, the appointee
will examine the facts presented
by both sides and prepare a recommendation report for the parties, Ontiveros said.

Both parties will be given 10
days to review the report. After
that time it becomes public
according
to
knowledge,
Ontiveros.
Whitlatch said she is concerned because the two parties
are far apart.
"They don’t want to give us
retro pay once negotiations are
over," she said.

Whitlatch said the union feels
it’s not being heard.
By the spring semester, individuals on both sides will know
whether the fact finding is successful, Whitlatch said.
Terry Christensen, acting
chair of SJSU’s political science
department and a union member, said he is pessimistic that
negotiations will be settled by

the spring semester.
He believes the dispute can be
settled fairly if the governor
intervenes.
Lee said he is hopeful that
both parties can solve the dispute.
Christensen also wants the
matter to end.
"The faculty is anxious that
this matter be settled," he said.

Blackout: Gridlock caused by substation surge
Continued from page 1

Administration spokesman in
Seattle.
Backup emergency power was
used for navigation, emergency
and runway lighting and emergency radio communications, and
some incoming planes were able
to land, but passengers were
unable to check in at the flight
counters and security checkpoints were out of operation.
Jim Peterson, media relations
assistant
at
San
Jose
International Airport, said two
United Airlines flights were sent
to the San Jose airport instead of
San Francisco.
"We were able to handle it
without any problems," Peterson
said. it didn’t cause any delays
and we didn’t get more passengers (from San Francisco)."
Two United Airlines flights
were also sent to Oakland
International Airport, where
Dennis Eberhart, assistant to
the director of security, said the
passengers were sent to San
Francisco by bus.

"The flights were sent here
because (San Francisco’s) fueling was down." he said. "They
should have an emergency backup plan."
The power outage knocked
out 17 of 57 Bay Area Rapid
Transit trains in operation.
Those trains were able, with limited power, to get to stations. No
trains were stuck in subway tunnels, including one under the
bay, BART said.
According to a recorded message, the BART trains we:e in
full service as of 2:15 p.m.
Tuesday.
Rita Haskin, public information officer at Caltrain, said they
were only affected for five to 10
minutes.
"We were only delayed
because the traffic lights along
the train tracks were out,"
Haskin said. "We had electricity
from our own main system."
However, half of the Muni
fleet of electric-powered buses,
trolleys and trains were strand

ed, including dozens of trains
that were stuck in tunnels under
the city, and hundreds of passengers were led out on foot, Muni
spokesman Emilio Cruz said.
Above ground, diesel buses
were dispatched to carry passengers along streets where buses
and trolleys normally get power
from overhead lines.
"I just got orders from central
control to secure the coach, pull
it to the side and have passengers not panic," trolley driver
Robert Rhodes said.
The city’s famed cable cars
also ground to a halt.
"The cable cars are not running. Everything is off," said Dan
Johnson, a clerk at the Cable
Car Museum.
That outage cut Dower to

126,000 customers, a total of
250,000 people, in downtown
San Francisco for 3 1/2 hours.
Investigators in the 1997 case
found that switches in a substation had been tampered with.
Officials suspected current or
employees
former
PG&E
because there were no signs of
forced entry, and a grand jury
heard testimony, but nobody was
charged and the investigation
continues.
PG&E spokesman Bill Roake
said there was no evidence of
sabotage in Tuesday’s blackout.
San Francisco police inspector
Gregory Ovanessian said every
major intersection in the city
was being monitored by traffic or
parking enforcement officers.
.41’ nit, ’burro’ to this report
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Abrams: Sex offender
Continued from page 1

no contest to seven counts of
phone harassment when he tried
to solicit nude photos of young
boys. While on probation for
those charges, he was arrested
on charges of false imprisonment
and annoying a child for which
he was released on $10,000 bail.
Fan said a background check
was done on Abrams prior to his
hiring at SJSU, and he was not
involved in anything that could
be construed as negative in
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Visit us on the web. www.ihr.com/bafertil/
101.

Contact:

Kristin

(925) 867-1800

ext. 122

Reproductive Science Center of the Bay Area
3180 Crow Canyon Ro3d, Ste. 150, San Ramon, CA 94583

Looking for work over your Winter break)
Manpower has cashier and stocking positions
for a University Bookstore available.
Full and Part Time Shifts available.
$8.50 per hour.
Contact Palo Alto Manpower
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Use Your Head. Join Enterprise.
b..40

Opportunities available throughout the South Bay area!
Call our Recruiting Department
Monday -Friday at (408) 467-1300.

Coasers labs
SoundbiaMar ANT 64..41 sr/PC
$59.95
fa30d3t0Skleas
CTX
IS" Manley 10244761140* .29AIM
Ma 050
$129.95
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If unable to call, forward resume to:
Enterprise ItentA-Car
3635 Pearl Avenue
San Jose, CA 95136
Fax. (408) 445-7531
E-mail: IjohnsonOerac.com

720:30 likfe-Rsalaft
$99.95
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Imagine developing all your talents while doing the same for a multi-billion
dollar business. Or having the autonomy to use your head to make top-level
decisions, while impacting bottom-line profitability. Where do you go to have
it all? Enterprise Rent-A-Car has entry-level ’management opportunities that
give you the freedom to make critical decisions. Join us and have hands-on
involvement in every aspect of business management - from sales and marketing to customer service and administration. This growth opportunity offers
salary and benefits package. A college degree is preferred.
a compe

Visit OUT
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Spartan Daily staff report

SOME PEOPLE CALL YOUR
NEED FOR STIMULATION
OVER THE TOP

(650) 323-2248

MANPOWER’

terms of the law while employed
at SJSU
"I did perform what most people would refer to as a background check and subsequently
worked out an agreement with
Eric," Fan said.
Abrams, a former Stanford
University football player, will
also have to register as a sex
offender once he is released.

ShoPPinfilcom
Your source for
holiday gifts!

EGG DONATION PROGRAM
If you are between the ages o(21 and 32 and in
good health, you can experience the reward
and satisfaction of helping another woman
..;;;
to conceive. It b the most heartfelt gift one
V
can give. Our Medical Family specializes
, in the treatment of infertility. We help
; .! Tally childless omples with our
Egg Donation rri1iram.

still work that needs to be done.
The current agreement outlines
general procedure, but doesn’t
explicitly state every policy
issue regarding day to day operations, Stacks said.
"Although we decided to go
ahead with it we still really need
people’s input," Stacks said.
Even the voice of opposition
has been valuable to the library
project according to Bain.
"The people who have
expressed opposition
:lave
raised important issues that I
think have been addressed in
the planning stages and my
hope is that they will continue to
be involved as we plan the
implementation," Bath said.

Why wait in line
when you can
op online?

.11111,
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The group currently has no
plans to protest the joint library
project at San Jose City Council
meetings, Reynolds said.
Liberal
studies
student
Hector Romero was a bit more
critical of the agreement than
Reynolds.
"I think it is outrageous,"
Romero said. "We wouldn’t want
to see lots of people like we do
downtown
some are homeless, some are using the Internet
to view pornographic material. I
don’t want to see that here."
Pam Stacks, chair of the
Academic Senate, said she
hoped people on both sides
would stay involved with the
library project because there is

7...lith""r’sset:tovri":"7.7231:63tor,,

$24.95
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A young street
evangelist
his
preaches
interpretation of
the Bible in front
of The Usual, a
downtown San
Jose nightclub.
The young man
and his friend,
who was dressed
like Jesus, were
allowed to preach
until they began
to interfere with
the bar patrons.
They were then
asked to leave by
San Jose police
officers.

Scott Lechner / Special in the Spartan Dails
Fall photo staff of the Spartan Daily: (front row) Ryan Olein, adviser Jim McNay, Rosalinda Garza; (row two) Clay
Stalter, Brian Prince, Kathy De La Torre, Chris Preovolos; (row three) Kevin Sullivan, Chris Riley, Grayson West.
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Ryan Olein / Spat tali

On n Riles ’Spartan Dan:
Nkolle Lusich Is a first-time visitor to the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco.

Sparran Daily
K.itlis De I
Chris Rleger, 35, practices backflips on a
trampoline in a friend’s back yard.

Each semester, many great pictures
never make it into the beloved
pages of the Spartan Daily. Some don’t
appear because of the lack of space, others because of bad timing. Whatever the
case may be, the photographers of the
Daily felt the readers were deprived of
these fallen images. We chose our best
unpublished pictures to bring together
this compilation of images from the fall
semester.

Left, dancers in the
advanced choreography
class at San Jose State
University use objects not
normally found in productions to develop a dance
that utilizes post modern
techniques.

9

Below, a lone surfer
plummets toward the
pleasant ocean’s water at
Santa Cruz’s Steamer
Lane during sunset
Rosalitula

lasion Stol er.
Spartan Dail:
anonymous
artist during
an
made
by
were
which
drawings
at
chalk
A student glances
the last week of September in front of the Art Building
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A contruction worker on
campus tears up the walkway between Washington
Square and Uchida Hall
during the fall semester.
Construction was a conwith
presence
stant
changing walkways and
routes throughout campus.
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Kevin Sullivan / Spartan Daily
Grayson West /Spartan Daily

Desks,
not diamonds I
walk-onldirript

Basketball
gives up baseball
for an education,
ends up leading
team in scoring
Bv lissFo Rivera
st if f\Xist

Spartan basketball guard
Terrance Richmond gave up
pitching for a professional
baseball team in exchange
tor commuting, tuition,
books and exams.
Itifore his interest was
sparked
in
basketball,
Richmond’s ambition was
Chris Preovolos/ Spartan Daily
II aseball. lie was drafted
after high school to pitch for Terrance Richmond, a San Jose State University basketball guard, practices with assistant
the Anaheim Angels’ rookie coach Eddie Hill Tuesday in the Spartan Complex gym. Richmond, a walk-on player, leads
league team.
the team in scoring this season.
Although he liked pitching. Richmond said baseball University of Montana, and returns at 9 p.m. He school," said Richmond,
(lid not provide as much while scoring 31 points. The said he makes the hour-long whose 14.3 scoring average
excitement as he wished. He record was prev’-usly held trip because he does not leads the Spartans.
also said it was necessary by Steve Haney, who have a scholarship, so he
Richmond’s dedication is
for education to become a drained six three -pointers in cannot afford to live on or appreciated by players and
priority.
coaches alike.
"I wanted to go to school
"He keeps us organized
to get my education. Sports
and he’s a player who makes
will always be there,"
good plays when we need
Richmond said. "Nothing
them,"
fellow Spartan
beats the BA (bachelor of
guard Ulysses Preston said.
arts degree!."
basketball
Assistant
After his three-month
coach
Gary
Patterson
Terrance Richmond
stay with the Angels’ team
believes Richmond sets an
in Arizona, Richmond went
Spartan guard example for his teammates.
to Santa Rosa Junior
"He’s got a great attitude
College before’ joing the
and work ethic," Patterson
Spartan basketball team.
said. "He’s a leader."
said
Although he did not start the 1989 game against New near campus.
also
Patterson
playing basketball until his Mexico State University.
"It’s really tiring, but I Richmond is adjusting comThe long-distance shots have to do it," Richmond fortably to playing at the
Junior year in high school,
Richmond has become a Richmond makes on the said. "It’s helping me Division I level. He said
scoring threat and even court parallel his long-dis- mature."
Richmond has shown great
managed to break a 9-year- tance commute to attend
Since he is a walk-on improvement
from
the
old Spartan record.
San Jose State I.7niversity.
player, Richmond did not beginning of the season.
Richmond currently com- receive a scholarship. He
Ile broke the record for
"We’ve challenged him to
most three -pointers in one mutes from his hometown of hopes his performance improve, to get more physigame
with
seVell
on Oakland to San Jose daily. earns him one.
cal and he’s responded well
Saturday
against
"I hope they pay for my to that," Patterson said.
the Ile leaves his home at 7 a.m.
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I wanted to go to school to get my
education. Sports will always be
there.

TRANSFERABLE UNITS
CLOSE TO HOME
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Not only is Richmond the leading scorer on the Spartans, but he rarely makes
mistakes he averages just one turnover a game despite playing an average
of 28 minutes. The Spartans’ next game is tonight at California State University
Sacramento.
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keport of Indemident Certified Public Accountants

FOR ONLY

To the Board of Directors
Spartan Shops Inc
Oie ha, audited the accompanying statement of finanval position of Spartan Shops Inc (a Caufornia
State University Auxiliary Cxgandation) as of June 30 1998 and the ’elated statements of income and
eve-ses of the ausiliary soma), fund changes in fund balances by fund and cash Rows ty furl lOr re
Men ended These S.Sncral statements are the esponsibility ot the Organization s management
,eseenS.bilihr s to express an opinion on Mese financal statements based on out audd

$12

Those slarlarls
We conducted our audit M accordance .rth generality accented audhng standards
egui,e drat
pian and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about offinfher tire hr,a,,,si
siatements are "en of matenal misstatement An audit includes evamining on a lest basis ersteoce
supporting the amounts and disMsures n the financial statements An audd aISr hcloCeS aSSessng the
accounting Onnories used and sighTcant estimates ’,ad.. Dr management as sell as euatuatng me
cvetalt fnanc,ai statement pre...Mahon We believe Mat sto Sud.1 prouides a reasonable bass Int our

PER UNIT!

option

EARN 3 UNITS 1N 3 WEEKS

Ste
the rinancal slaterne,ts referred to aboi.e present fair, C JIl mater.at respect,
In out Pinion
Iman,:s1 postbon of Spartan Shoos Inc as ot June 30 998 and he changes in lund balances and ,asn
accepted
accounting
principies
generally
enth
conformity
n
ended
Sows by fund for the year then
The supplemental Schedules on pages i5 Ic 2? are presented for purposes it additional arratvss and a,
not a required part cite basic fine, al statements Such .n.nr"hon has I;oan Sytqaclati to Me auditing
all
pi0Cedure5 ’Wed in the audit of the basic financial statements and in ncr croon. s fairly stated in
material aspects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a

INTERSESSION BEGINS JANUARY 4 & ENDS JANUARY 20
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You CAN REGISTER FOR THE FOLLOWING
GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES IN THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS
DURING OUR WINTER 1NTERSESSION:

SlOB IAN Sill
San Jose ClhfOinia
August 12 1998
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Communication Studies
Physical Education
Political Science
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Pim: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DALY
makes no dim tot products or
emboss advertised below nor is
there ary guarantee beefed. The
clesellled C01.111111 of the Smiths
Deily corebt of paki advertising
xid olierings are not approved or
vetted by the nowspeper.

b9WENCg6MR
AFFORDABLEILIEXPERIENCED
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects.
Resumes. Al Formats, Specializing
In APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 27+ yrs Eye
PAPA’S
PROFESSION*/ VYCRO PeccissiNa
247-2681, 8arn-Sprn.

FAX: 408-924-3282

AO SERVES
WADS Dfiumilc Auto BON amok
Your 01 insurance specialist.
Specializing in minor & mid-size
damage. Visit our web site at:
www.wadesdynarnic.com
Address: 440 N. 1st St. #120
Phone: (408)287-8337
p.wade2iffemailsjsu.edu

PT/IIIIP PROJECT COORDNATOR
Jan 6 - April 30. 10.1.5 hrs/week.
Quick learner, responsible, comp
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now skills a must. Flexible. Call
accepting students who wish to 408-287-4170 ext 251.
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
SPORTS MINDED
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Health/Rtness Co. looking for
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock. highly motivated, success oriented
Fusion. Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
team players to help w/nat’l &
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
intemat’l expansion. Senous only.
Will train. 408.261.2054.

MMMMM

SHARED HOUSING
SHARE 3/2 APT located SVale UNDY HOP & ZYDECO DANCES,
20 min from campus. No drugs/ some Fridays, at First Christian.
party. Quiet, safe. clean, W/D. 80S. Fifth St. Call 408-356-1375.
5500/mo + util & dep. Call Mike
or Ralynn lei 408-530-0787.

CAMPUS CLUBS

CLN, BROOM, 3
I. roommate
needed, $475 inc. ut. w/d. 8-10 STEAMBOAT Colorado Jan. 1035
pm 408/356-1315/ pg 860-1097. $549. with the SJSU Ski &
Snowboard Club. Includes
SHARE 2 BDRM LUXURY APT. flight out of Si. full condos 5
adjacent to SJSU. $600/month night stay, 4 of 5 day lift
utilities induded. 408.295-4810. pass. 2 hot tubs, parties & great
snow. Students & non-students.
5000+ SQ. FT. CUSTOM HOME Call Mark at 408-292-0955.
PROCESSIONAL Word Processing to share in Si, located on a
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes, 2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic
Grote Projects, etc. All formats, view, 10 miles from campus.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
specializing in APA. Tape
$600/mo+util. 408-296-8000x11
transcription. Fax machine.
for more information.
CAN WE PRAY EFFECTIVELY?
Experienced, dependable, quick
This subject is discussed in a
return. Almaden/Branham area.
chapter on "Prayer" in
Call Linda (408)264-4504.
’SCIENCE & HEALTH with
KEY to the SCRIPTURES’
2 KIRK APARTMENT - $975/MO. by Mary Baker Eddy. The
last chapter tells of people
Security type building
healed just by reading this
Secure Parking
INUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
book- of spinal trouble.
Close To Campus
Math: Algebra - Geometry
deafness, stomach trouble,
Modem Building
Statistics - Trig - Calculus
cataracts, smoking, asthma,
Laundry Room
Physics: Mechanics - Electric
Village Apartments
headaches, etc. Available at
576 South Fifth Street
bookstores, libraries. &
SAT - GED. CBEST - ESL - TOEFL
Christian Science Reading Rooms.
Computer: V-Basic, VC++
(408) 295.6893.
Spanish: All levels
Call 408/TOP TALK.
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
Email: tutor907630eol.com
Live in luxury and walk to school!
We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full
ENGUSH EDITING & TUTORING
gym. on -site management, all
BE FLEXIBLE
Experienced with the needs of
appliances included. central A/C.
HAWAII $199 o/w
Foreign Students.
Stop by today for a tour.
Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
Open Monday thru Saturday. CARRIB/MEXICO r/t (plus taxes)
EUROPE $448 r/t (plus taxes)
Go To: weev.MyEditor.com
THE COLONNADE
OPEN ONE YEAR RETURN
And/Cr Cal Jessica 408/978-8034 201 So. 4th St. (408) 279-3639.
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!!
SJSU Alumni & Member of SOUL’
CALL: 415834-9192
Save Our University Library.
http://www.airhitch.org
HEALTH & BEAM
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group projects.etc. Typewriter
for your applications for rned/law
school. etc. Tape transcription.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.

MMLIMMM

ROHM

TRAVEL

LOSE WEIGHT NOM WO people
MaMM
wanted. We’ll pay you to lose 10-29
WRITING HELP: (510)601-9554. lbs in 30 days. 408-225-7250.
Highest quality writing, editing,
MEN & WOMEN
ghostwriting. Essays, application
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
statements, reports, etc.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. at
or using chemicals. Let us
(510) 601-9554 or
permanently remove your
email bolickillbest.com
unwanted hair. Back Chest - Lip
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
- Bikini - Chin- Tummy etc.
FREE writing tips now available at
Students & faculty receive 15%
www-acadends-ontting.com
discount. First appt. 1/2 ixice if
made before 12/31/98.
POST YOUR RESUME on the WEB
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
For $35. post on 15 Web sites.
+
payment
to:
resume
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017. Cmbl.
Send
(408) 379-3500.
PDM Graphics, 225 Coming Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035.
CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME
Send salary req. + F/T or P/T.
Hand numbness, Tingling
Save money and time!
sensation, Loss of fine touch.
Recruiters call you directly!
Accidentally dropping things?
We accept credit cards.
It may bu less serious.
PROOFREADING/EDITING
It is not necessahly CTS.
Term Papers Theses
Call for free nonsultation.
Dr. Lee Oliva Chiropractor.
Have your papers inspected for
408-247.2222.
organization and grammar by
Alicia. SCU Graduate ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
BA in English Juris Doctorate
Unwanted hair removed forever.
(408) 229-9305.
Specialist. Confidential.
UYour own probe or disposable.
STUDENT DENTAL PLNI I
335 S. Baywood Ave. Sari Jose.
Only $57.00 per year.
247.7464
Save 30%-6O%
on your dental needs.
For info cal 1-800-655.3225.

CEIMMEIrt

INSIVIANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Carnpus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU fa 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Corners"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
-Good Students"Educators"
-Engineers" ’Scientists’
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

PAY YOUR TUITION giving away
FREE Motorola Pagers, $89 value.
Call 1888.2440310. give sponsor
# 0098544. For WEB SURFERS:
http://ywarte13.com/0098544/
or call me at 1-831.3732010.

TWO WEEKS IN MAZATLAN hiex
Dec 22 Jan 8. 1.200 sq/ft
condo. 1 bdrm sleeps 6. on
beach. only $1100 per/week. 4a
life of luxury. Call 4089243074.

EMPLOYMENT
TELESALES/GOLF - Sports minded. aggressive. Hourly + bonus +
incentives. SJSU location. Contact
James 295-4810.
TEACHERS WANTED ASAPI
For law office on-site Child Care
Center. No experience necessary.
just a love of kids. P/T or F/T.
Call 408/364-0345.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
looking for
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
(12:00 6:30) M.F and
TEACHER ASSISTANT
(7:30-3:30) M F.
Contact Lisa at 408-723-5140.
PT/TEMP PROJECT AMEN MIST.
$10/hr. 10 hrs/week. Start Jan.
10. Computer skills a must.
Responsible & Reliable. Call
408-287-4170 ext. 251.
AFTER SCHOOL CARE WORKERS
needed. Flex hours 57/hr. Please
call Paul or Dan 0287-3939.
ACOOUNING MORS v.ilh Stag
Careder Skis. Petro Tombor
Learn & Raneec a lair Sal kee
CPA firm, has several full-time
intern coatcre astable for waiter
beak 1.2/14.1123. $10/hr.
Bret leakereptIrcorn or cal
408558-4190 for appkatcn.

THE OLD SPAIN111 FACTORY
Now hiring for part time positions.
We offer:
Flexible schedules, day or evening.
a great environment with
excellent benefits.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
Wets* ctroNn training grogram!!
We are looking for neat, bright. &
energaic people lithe foaming aees:
Food Server (21 or older please),
Hostess, Busser. & Kitchen Help.
Apply in person
2pm to 4pm. Mon. thru Fri.
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
SALES CLEW -F/1 & P/T positions.
Flexible hours.
CAKE DECORATOR - F/T & P/T
positions. Experienced in free-hand
decoration & wedding cakes.
ASSISTANT BAKER -We will train
you in all aspects of scratch baking,
preparation of mixes, fillings &
toppings. P/T to F/T hours as
business permits.
DEU VERY DRIVER P/T early am shift 5:30-7:30. No
experience needed. Must have dean
dreng record. Appy. Sunrise Balery
6666 Blossom Hill Rd. San Jose,
or FAX resume to: 408-226-9605.
TEACH TRAFRC SCHOOL PPRT
weeiends & evenings. No erperienoe
necessary. Follow our lesson plan.
Must have good convnuni=ion sies,
response:re & retable. 4086717557
Dade Traffic Schad
999W. Sari Cabs St San Jose.

BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring
sales representatives for our
office located adjacent to SM.
No experience needed. We will
train. Minimum of $10 per hour
to $20 per hour. + bonuses +
Incentives. Fun environment.
408-295-4810.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
bsiting fa DAYCARE STAFF person.
Part-time (2:30-6:30). Working
with elementary aged children.
Contact Lisa at 4013723-51A0.
SEEM] NSTALL/TECH Apprentice
for long term employment in low
Voltage sys. trade. Start salary
$9-$11. Med/Dental & Retmt.
Contact Gene 4089930560.

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
We are looking for students
to teach driving full/part time.
Will train. Must be 21.
$9.00 to start. Call 3614182.
RECEPTIONIST
We are looking for a part time
receptionist. momings/weekends.
Call 3634182.

TELEFUNDRAISING
Are you articulate? Engaging?
Earn $14-$20/hr helping
Musical Theatre thrive in Sardose.
Call Thom 408-453-7138.

PAVAN= TRANE-leismanurting
firm needs energetic person to
train and motivate sales reps.
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus.
Downtown San Jose. 408/4940200.

SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS
JOIN OUR TEAM!!
We are remodeling our stores in
San Jose and Milpitas!
And Openrg a New Store viNaerriter
at 3457 McKee Rd. San Jose!
Positions Available:
*Grocery Clerks .Produce Clerks
Bakery/Dei Clerks *Service Clerks
GMClerk .k/Seafood Clerks
All positions offer competitive pay
and a full benefits package!
Please see store manager for an
application attire Mowing locaticns:
3251 So. White Fti San Jose
3475M:tee Rd. San Jose
1070 Story Rd. San Jose
1641 N. Capitol AveSan Jose
215W. Calaveras B. Mipitas
To promote a drug-free work
environment, we do preemPlorrerl
dug testing Save Mat Supemerket
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED
All subjects: Sixth through twelfth
grades. Mon. through Fn. 3 to 8pm.
$1,000 per me. (408)255-5247.

MARKETING ASSOCIATES NEEDED
Unlimited income potential.
Complete training.
OROORIER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP R.F.Baeng Irdeperdent Associate
needed for small, exclusive shop (4081358-7841 or (408)304-1311
and kennel. PT, Toes-Sat. Must
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
be reliable, honest, able to do
K-8 school seeks responsible
physical work. Exp. working
w/dogs preferred, but will train. individuals for extended daycare.
Great oppty for dog ’overt $6.50 hr. P/Til the afternoon. No ECE units
Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109 required. Previous experience with
or Call 371-9115.
children preferred. Please call
244-1968s 16
BEER MONEY
Earn Extra
TEACHERS
Happy Hour All Day
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
No Computer Skills
Seeking Dedicated Instructor for
Looking for 5 individuals to help
exciting ’hands or" science
run my company. 408-260-8120.
program afterschool.
3- ghouls per week.
AFTERNOON TEACHER
Expenence preferred.
To apply call
GREENHILLS PRESCHOOL
18004724362 ext. 245/297.
571 N. 3rd St.
Minimun 12 Early Childhood
Ed. units required.
CORM 91PERIPLOTIVE4r Workers earn up to $2,000+/month
3 - 5 days /week
(w/tips & benefits). World Travel!
Call: 286-1533
Fax: 295-6197
Land -Tour jobs up to 55.000
57.000/summer. Ask us how!
SERVERS &BARTENDERS Wanted 517-336-4235 Ext. C60411
All shifts available. Great tips!
Contact An Sison 408-3776456.
SECURITY
Abcom Pnvate Security
WISTRUCTOR ForDevelopmentally
We will train you.
Student Friendly,
Disabled Adults lying independently
n Fremont or Reasavon Ca reared
FT, PT. Wkdys & Wknds.
All shifts. Flexible Schedule.
2 postale PT to FT. $10/hr + banes
408-247-4827
when FT. User-fnendly non-profit
agency. 510-832-7126.
ATTENTION!! Ready to lose
those unwanted pounds?
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
Get paid to lose weight.
PLUS seeking Infant. Ter. and
Reschod Teachers and Aides. F/T&
Safe. natural. Dr. approved.
Karon (404) 553-6924
P/T Positions available. Substitute
looseinchesghotmaitcom
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!!
not required for Aide positions. BALANCE ’Your Staffing solution"
2355 De La Cruz Blyd.
Excellent oppportunity for Child
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Development majors. Please call
TEL: 408980-9000
Cathy for an intenew at 2441968
FAX: 408.980-9950
or fax resume to 2487350.
iverw.balancestaff.com
SAN JOSE REP THEATRE is Positions hal I abl e: Warehouse.
hiring for its 1999 Subscription Clerical. Administrative Assistant,
Campaign! P/T eve hours. Close fitytufacturing Customer Service.
to SJSU. Call Matt 0 367-7232.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

PAID PUNAOEMEPIT INERNSHIP
College Works Painting, a subsidiary of National Services Group
is now hiring for Spring/Summer
1999. Duties include interviewing,
hinng, development of customer
relations. control of marketing and
sales & production management.
Call 288/450-9675.
.collegewolits .com

USE A PHONE LATELY?
Licensed public utility, NY stock
exchange telecommjnications
company is looking for you.
Earn unlimited residual income.
International expansion coming
soon. Set your own hours.
800-371-436
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
School year & summer. Elem.
school -age rec. program, P/T
from 2-6pm, M -F during the
school year. Some P/T morning
positions available from approx.
larnllarn. F/T during summer day
camp prog. XInt salary, no ECE
units req. Los Gatos Saratoga Rec
Dect Call Janet at 354-6700 x223.
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
& LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAY!
Immediate temp/pemi
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
Day Care Centers. Etc.
(408) 866-8550

ACUFACTS SECURITY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job for Students.
F/T or P/T All Shifts Available
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
Top Pay w/ Many Benefits!
Call or apply in person.
(408)286-5880
555 D Meridian Ave. Si.
between San Cabs & Partimoor.
behrd tie Cad aid Party Store.
TUTOR WANTED for 10 h old gbi.
Needs extra help in math, some
language arts: my home. M.Th.
330I-5:30. Call Paula 926,3944.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcnptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
near lightrail .4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T Elementary Schools.
Degree cr Oedential NOT Required.
OPoortunity tor Teectirg Expenence.
Need Can.
Voce Ma11408) 287-4170 ea. 408
ECE/AAE

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Certain advertisements in
One columns may refer the
reader to speak telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Ciaseilled modem should be
reminded thM. when maidng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
IntennatIon before sending
money for geode at services.
hi addition, residers should
carefully Investigeteat time
ellerIng employment
arcoupens for discount
SIIICIONle or merchendise.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
$9
$7
3 lines
$5
$10
4 lines
58
$6
$11
Si
5 lines
$10
$12
6 lines
$$
$1 for each additional

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

er
After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per drg.ine
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra
for
each
$3
bold
available
in
Addibonm words

SEMESTER

RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-191ines:$110

Five Address
Days
$13 City %so
$14
Phone
$15

Please check
one classification:
Zo code

Send check or money order ba
Spartan Daily Classifieds
SanJcee State U
San Joee, CA 951=19
II Classified desk is located in Dwight Ben* Hal, Room 209.
Deeding: 10:00 a.m two weekdays before publication.
canceled
NI ads are prepaid. No refunds on
Rates for consearlive publications dales only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 8244277

MAKE MONEY NOW
in Telecommunications and
Internet. Set your own hours.
(408) 7935151.
TEACHERS, FT/PT, excellent
salary & benefits, med/dental
vacation/sick pay, prof. des. $,
ratio 1:9, beautiful park -like
playground, strong team
environment! MM. 12 ECE units.
Enjoy your work with children!
Charmer Preschool 378-7805.
Fax resume to 378-4121.
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Ambitious and energetic people
needed. FT/PT. Earn $8515 per
hour (average). Flexible, will work
around you school schedule.
Looking for cart drivers for weekends only: Lots of fun and
earn good money. Call: (408)
867-7275 Receptionist will
connect you to our voicemail.
Leave name and number where
you can be contacted.
WORK FROM HOME
International Business Expanding
$500- $2.500/mo. Spare Time.
$3,000- $6.000 me, Full Time.
We will train you.
http://ywm.dash911.com/vsp
or Call: (408)882-5007.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Pail-time. Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

N66,0

P.WIAGER TRAIME-Telernarkating
firm needs energetic person to
train and motivate sales reps.
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus.
Downtown San Jose. 408/4940200.

VALETPARKERS Valets needed
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun.
flexible job during school. Park
cars for weddings. parties and
special events in the Los Gatos
area. Must be outgoing, friendly,
and neat in appearance. No
previous experience nec. must be
able to drive a 5 sp and have a
valid CDL and your own transp.
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
Call Michael @ Golden Gate Valet
($00) 825.31171
TEACHER OPPORTUNMES, high
quality, licensed childcare centers
for 2-12 year olds. Recreation
enrichment cuMculum.
Flexible PT/FT positions
Days, Eves. Weekends
Team Environment
Min 6 ECE required
Earn while you learn In house training
Benefits available
Growing throughout the Bay Area
KidsPark 260.7929. Fax 260.7366
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring Teachers, Aides & Subs
for their School Age Child Care
Centers in San Jose. ME, CD.
Psych, Soc. or Rec units req.
We Offer Competitive Pay,
Excellent Training, and a
Great Work Environment.
If you are interested call
(408)2839200 ext. 21.
$ EARN CORA CAM $
up to $600/month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
650-324-1900, fiA-F, 8-4:30
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-32. Healthy.
Responsible, All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!!!
$3,300 stipend & expenses paid.
We especially need
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC
(1100) 314-9996
SERVERS &BARTENDERS Wanted
All shifts available. Great tips!
Contact An Sison 4083776456.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed / Regular Class.
$13.52- $11.70/hr. Saratoga School
District. Call 408/867-34245 200
for application & information.

COMPUTERS ETC,
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy, sell & trade computers.
486, Pentium, Mac. &
Notebooks. Refurb’d equipment
is warrantied.
Prompt Repair & Upgrades
5% Student/Foe Discount w/ID
5263 Prospect Rd. Si. between
Hey 85 & 280 neer Lawrence Eddy.
4011-1173-1070

DIRECTORS TEACHERS ADES
’Thinking about a career working with
chicken? The YMCA of Santa Clam
Valley is now hiring for preschool and
school-age child care centers in San
Jose, Cupertino. Santa Clara, Los
Campbell,
Saratoga.
Gaos.
Evergeen and Milpitas, Full and parttime positions available - hours
flexible around school. Fun staff
teams, great experience in waling
with children, career advancement.
and good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units in
ECE, eckicatcn, RECreelbri, pe,chologr,
sociologr, physical education and/
or other related fields. Please call
Beth Profio at 408.291-8894 for
mom information and Imams.

_Campus
Greek tAsseages_Events
_Announcements’
_Los, and Found"
_Volunteers’
_For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
_Computers Etc
_Wonted’
_Ereplorrient
_Opcorturdies

_ Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
._ Reel Estate
_Senices*
Healtheeauff
_Sports/Thrills’
Insurance
_ Enlivenment’
_ Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
._Schidarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 ikie ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
26
27
30

Enthusiasm
Isaac’s son
Start
Seabird
Stare
Entenain
Sharp taste
Act regal
’Hi,
Supposed
Hone
Theme
"I - Camera"
Fall bloomers
Like an expired
license
34 Lip cosmetic
35 Run away
36 - and gloom
38 Spoil
39 Preparing for
publication
42 Zee’s
predecessor
43 Mimics
45 Pitcher
Hershiser
46 Cures
48 Authorize
50 Eye pan
51 Tack on
52 Twitch
54 Fringed
carriages
58 Type of illusion
62 Gross
63 "Present!"
65 Alaskan city
66 Choreographer
de Mille
67 - and anon
68 Wnter Wesel
69 Aquarium fish
70 Pops
71 Look for
MAN
1 Greek letter

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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2 Important
periods
3 Beanie
namesakes
4 Peas and
beans
5 Herons
6 Riyadh resident
7 Cobbler’s tool
8 Luau strings
9 Grand (island)
10 Precious stone
11 Swallow rapidly
12 Man or Wight
13 Electric sign
21 Telegraph
inventor
23 Refuge
25 Coffee -makers’
needs
27 Tar Mahal site
28 Slant
29 Type of pole
3 As ronaut
Armstrong

32 Des Moines
resident
33 Sir Arthur
Conan 35 Blaze
37 Plateau
40 Not stylish
41 Phantom
44 More thinly
scattered
47 Royal furs
49 Black Sea port
50 Prances
53 - over
studied
54 "Out. Tabby,’
55 Beseech
56 Talk wildly
57 Outbuilding
59 Songwriter
Porter
60 Pierre s
girlfriend
61 Onions
cousin
64 Zsa Zsa s sister
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211111111111111
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Hanukkah: Tradition
Continued from page 1
erroneous assumption that rather celebrating a miracle.
Hanukkah is merely a Jewish
"’There really is no signifiversion of Christmas, and that is cance of gift giving on
just not so," said physicist Peter Hanukkah, since it’s not about
Goldstein. "In reality, Hanukkah materialism," said Zimmer, who
has absolutely nothing to do donates her time to the Temple
with Christmas."
Emanu-El. "It’s a celebration of a
According to Goldstein, the great miracle for the Jewish peofact that Hanukkah happens ple. It’s about overcoming advernear Christmas has contributed sity."
to some confusion about the holToday, modern Jews celebrate
iday For example, modern Jews Hanukkah by lighting the eight
trade’ gifts each night of symbolic candles in a menorah.
Hanukkah. but according to
"The menorah represents the
Goldstein, gift
giving on Eternal Flame of hope," said
Hanukkah has no historical Jess Garden, San Jose State
meaning
University Jewish Student
"Gift giving on Hanukkah is Union intern. "Prayers are said
really a reaction to the over the candles as they are lit.
Christmas tradition of gift That is the real significance of
exchanges," Goldstein explained. the holiday."
"Little Jewish kids saw all their
In addition to lighting special
friends getting Christmas pre- candles, Jews eat many tradisents, so Jewish kids demanded tional foods during Hanukkah to
presents from their parents. celebrate the holiday, such as
Since Hanukkah falls near latkas, or potato pancakes, and
Christmas, Jewish families in jelly donuts, according to
America started a tradition of Goldstein.
trading presents on Hanukkah.
"Latkas and jelly donuts are
But it only started when Jews cooked in oil," said Zimmer.
came to America. In Israel, Jews "Jews eat them because the oily
food serves as a reminder of the
don’t do that."
Some Jews feel Hanukkah is holy oil in the miracle of
not about trading gifts, but Hanukkah."

It’ DON’T

SELL
YOUR SJSU
TEXTBOOKS
AT

BOOK
’WA STORE

Christmas: Services

S. 10th St. Across from Allen Hall

Continued from page 1
someone will read a scripture.
"It should be a reflective,
relaxing time for meditation,
song and prayer: he said.
Polley said this type of service
was developed with young people in mind. "The musk is more
modern than traditional hymns
and is repetitive and simple,"
Polley said. The unofficial theme
of the service’, Polley said, is
"finals week prayer, not panic."
"It is a quiet meditative
prayer service that tries to
encourage centering: he said,
referring to a person’s spiritual
William Walton, of the club
Campus Crusade for Christ at
SJSU, said the services were not

something he would attend.
"It’s not something I would go
to because I really don’t know a
lot about the ministry," Walton
said. "But if it’s about Christian
fellowship and prayer about
Jesus, then it’s a good thing."
A cross will be placed in the
center of the chapel so prayers
and song will surround it, Barry
said.
The event is sponsored by the
three groups occupying the
chapel The Catholic Campus
Ministry,
The
Episcopal
Canterbury Community and
United
Campus
Christian
Ministry.
Refreshments will be provided after the service.

LITTER, SPAY AND NEUTER

THE "OTHER STORE" THAT GIVES
YOU A 10% BUY BACK BONUS
BRING IN THIS AD FOR:

STORE HOURS DURING FINALS

DEAD DAY BONUS

9:00 5:00
Dec 11
10:00 4:00
Dec 12
Dec 14 & 15 8:30 6:00
8:30 7:00
Dec 16
8:30 6:00
Dec 17

Q BOOK
STORE

330 SOUTH TENTH STREET

DEC 10, 1998

EXTRA 10% CASH
GIVEN ON DEAD
DAY FOR TEXTS
SOLD

Winter Session Books Available Dec 17th
Spring Books ’\vallable Jan 4th

9:00 AM -5:00 PM

BOOK BUYBACK
LOOKING TO

GET THE BEST PRICE FOR YOUR BOOKS
AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS

MAKE SOME
QUICK CASH
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS?

USPARTAN BOOKSTORE
All normal bookstore hours
Monday, Dec. 7- 19

FOUR REMOTE LOCATIONS
Friday, Doc. 11 and Monday - Thursday, Doc. 14 - 17

You could:

EIDUNCAN HALL

8:30AM - 4:30PM
8:00AM - 5:00PM

residence halls.

=PEDESTRIAN MALL AT
mMAcQUARRIE HALL

B.

EIDINING

A.

Clean shower

curtains in the

Sell your

COMMONS

11:00AM - 1:00PM
5:00PM - 6:30PM

textbooks to
Spartan Bookstore.

11110TH

STREET GARAGE

Choose "B." It’s a lot easier,
and it won’t leave nasty things
under your fingernails.

SpartanBookstore

Spartan13ookstore

San lose State Unlvefilty

Son Jell StalUnlversIty

7:30A/A - 6:00PM

